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1 Purpose of the management plan
•
•
•
•

Firstly the overall purpose of the management plan is to enhance and protect the fabric
and character of Baffins Pond and its role as a wildlife habitat and public park.
Also, a number of new developments have taken place around Baffins Pond and the
adjoining fields in recent years. This document outlines the strategy to maintain the
current high standard of facilities, and to build on the success of the park.
This document also details the current management arrangements, how these apply to
Baffins Pond and how these contribute to corporate policies.
The management plan proposes a series of actions that ensure that the park can
continue to be preserved and enhanced as a community resource, wildlife refuge, and
public open space.

2 An overview of Baffins Pond
2.1 Location and size
Baffins Pond is an urban park and wildlife refuge situated in the Baffins area of Portsmouth to
the east of Portsea Island. The park is 850m in length and 270m at its widest point. Bounded
by Tangier Road to the north, Hayling Avenue to the south, Neville Road to the west and
Portsmouth College to the east, the site occupies 18.4 hectares. Its boundaries consist mainly
of roads with residential properties with the exception of Great Salterns open space and
Portsmouth College to the east.
See figure 1, page 37
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2.2 Site description
The western end of the park is set out formally as a circular promenade around the pond, with
paved hard surfaces, shrub beds, specimen trees, a copse and marginal aquatic planting
areas. At this western end there is also a recently improved play area, public toilets, a multiuse games area, a tennis court and a community building and garden. The pond itself is
populated by permanent colonies of ducks and other wild fowl.
The eastern part of the park (also known as Tangier Field) is less formally laid out with large
areas of grass for informal games (there are 5 a side football goals), natural areas of shrubs
and trees around the boundary and a large area of grass enclosed by a fence. This enclosed
area is a wildlife refuge between October and March for the internationally important large
numbers of Brent Geese that visit the area. During the summer this enclosure is used for
softball pitches.
At the far north-east end of the site is the Swordsands bowls club which was opened in 2007.
See figure 2, page 38

2.3 Key Features
Free public park with 24 hour pedestrian access and daytime parking facility
1.7 hectare pond with a 0.5km perimeter – home to established wildfowl populations
Recently improved children’s play area
Library
Community building and study centre
Community garden and café
Large open parkland area
Bowling green, tennis court and multi use games area
Semi-natural copse and natural areas
Locally and regionally important for wildlife and nature conservation
Public toilets
See figure 3, page 39

2.4 Access
There is good pedestrian and disabled access to the park at the western end around the
pond. There are unobstructed, hard surfaced entrance points at several places all around the
pond from the adjacent roads.
There are cycle racks next to the library.
The roads surrounding Baffins Pond are on the local bus routes 13, 14 and 19 with services to
and from central Portsmouth and Southsea every 20 minutes during the week, every 30
minutes on Saturdays and hourly on Sundays.
Rail access is via either Fratton station or Hilsea station. Both are around 2.5km away.
There is a car park at the northern side of the park, accessed from Tangier Road, with space
for 25-30 cars. There is also ample roadside parking in the streets around the park.
Swordsands bowls club also has a car park with 11 spaces including 3 for disabled parking.

2.5 Ownership
Baffins Pond and the surrounding open space are owned by Portsmouth City Council. It was
bought from its owners, farmers Morey and Flowers, in 1938. The site is managed by
Portsmouth City Council parks and recreation department.

2.6 Designation
The whole site is designated as public open space and is protected from development by the
Portsmouth Plan policy DC20. The presence of Brent Geese affords a still greater protection
from development, as any development which would result in loss of habitat for the geese
would likely be refused.
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2.7 Users
Baffins Pond is at the heart of Baffins Ward, a residential area made up of 5,700 dwellings.
The average age is 38.5 years, above the city average of 37.4 years. Just over 14,000 people
live within 15 minutes walk of Baffins Pond.
The park attracts visitors from the local area on foot, but due to its wildfowl population and
pond it attracts visitors from across the city and the wider south Hampshire area.
Estimated annual visitor numbers are 70,000.

2.8 Stakeholders
2.8.1 Portsmouth City Council
The city council are the landowners and are responsible for management and maintenance of
the park.

2.8.2 The Baffins Pond Association
The Baffins Pond Association is an environmental charity aimed at enhancing the pond area
and engaging the community in environmental education. They are based in the old pump
house on the southern edge of the park, and also maintain a community garden in the
enclosure of the pump house.

2.8.3 Swordsands Bowls Association
Swordsands Bowls Association is an association of the three bowling clubs that use the
bowling green: Copnor Bowling Club, Moneyfields Ladies Bowling Club and Naismith Bowling
Club. Representatives from each of the three clubs manage the affairs of the Association,
which also has the responsibility of managing public access to the green on behalf of the
owners Portsmouth City Council.

2.9 History
The site occupied by Baffins Pond and the adjacent fields is all that is left of the original
farmland in this area. The east of Portsea Island was largely rural for most of its history.
Portsmouth’s Museum and Record Service has uncovered references to Baffins Farm as far
back as 1194.
During the 1930’s the area surrounding the pond was developed as housing, at which point a
determined campaign was required to save the existing park from building development. The
evening news of April 20th 1934 reported that a deputation of the Copnor Ratepayers
Association had urged the council to take action in the hope of saving the pond: "The Council
should not let the opportunity pass to enhance the health and pleasure value of the district by
preserving a beauty spot".
Commercial pressure to develop the land right up to the water'
s edge continued, and it was
not until 1938 that the decision to save the pond was made. The owners sold the whole site to
the council for £5,500, subject to the council “undertaking to preserve the site as an open
space and not to erect any buildings thereon, except pavilions or similar buildings used in
connection with recreation grounds."
Since then Baffins Pond has been one of Portsmouth’s principal parks, with the added
element of its role as a nature reserve and home to a wide range of wild fowl.
In approximately 1900 Portsmouth council built a sewage pump-house on the southern
boundary of the site. In 1995 this building was transformed into the current base of the Baffins
Pond Association.
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Baffins Pond in 1870 showing only farm buildings around the pond and the majority of the field
as marsh “liable to floods”

Baffins Pond in 1932 showing housing development beginning to the west, and the field given
over to allotments. The sewage pumping station is present, as is the “Baffins Refuse
Destructor” to the east.
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Baffins Pond in 1938 showing the housing development has extended from the west almost to
its present extent.

Composite aerial photographs from the 1940s showing the allotments and landfill site.
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Baffins Pond in 2011. The main changes since 1938 are the remaining new houses to the
south east, the development of Portsmouth College to the east, and the new bowling green to
the north east. The field is no longer used as allotments, and the Brent Goose enclosure is
now present.

An aerial view of Baffins Pond from 2008
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2.10 Recent developments
2.10.1

Swordsands bowls club

In 2005 and 2006 Copnor Bridge (at the western end of Tangier Road) was replaced. This
major engineering project meant that the bowls club adjacent to the bridge had to be
relocated. The bowling green was developed on the corner of the Brent Goose enclosure, and
was opened in 2007.

Photographs of the Swordsands bowls club development in 2004, 2006 and 2008

2.10.2

Replacement of the pump house roof

In 2007 the roof of the 100 year old pump house used by the Baffins Pond Association was
replaced.

2.10.3

New marginal planting areas

In October 2007 work began on creating new marginal planting areas on the eastern margin
of the pond. This project was a partnership between Portsmouth City Council, The
Environment Agency, Portsmouth District Angling Society and the Baffins Pond Association.
The work was done to increase the biodiversity of the pond with the aim of improving the
health and water quality of the pond. One eventual outcome of this work will be the reestablishment of angling at Baffins Pond.
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2.10.4

Refurbishment of the public toilets

In 2010 the public toilets were refurbished to upgrade the facilities and to provide a disabled
toilet and a baby changing facility.

2.10.5

Renovation of the play area

In 2009 Portsmouth became one of 30 towns and cities to be granted funding by central
government as part of its Play Pathfinder programme. This was aimed at providing new play
opportunities for children aged 8-13, and involved refurbishment of existing play areas, or
creation of new play areas in 28 sites across the city.
Baffins Pond play area was one of the sites which were renovated, and work took place during
2010 to add a number of new features to the play area, namely a spinner, a roundabout a nest
swing, a new embankment slide down the natural contour of the bank and paths to improve
the accessibility.
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3 Management and Maintenance
3.1 Management structure
Portsmouth City
Council

Parks Department

Clean City
Services

Asset
Management
Department

Grounds
maintenance

Dog bin emptying

Infrastructure
maintenance

Graffiti removal

Litter collection and
bin emptying

Pond and wildlife
management

Play area
inspection and
maintenance

Community
Wardens

Building repairs and
maintenance

Community
engagement

Crime and ASB
deterrence

Baffins Pond
Association
Environmental
work
Holding
community
events

3.2 Current management arrangements
3.2.1

Grounds maintenance

Grounds maintenance of Baffins Pond is carried out by external contractors to a detailed
specification which is monitored by the Parks Department contract supervisors. The current
contractors are The Landscape Group who have been in place since 2002 under a 15-year
contract.
The Landscape group undertake all soft landscaping work and also carry out cleansing
operations. Details of the work schedule are in section 8.

3.2.2

Hard landscape

The hard landscape infrastructure in the park is managed by the Parks department and works
are carried out by the in house Client Works division (or through external contractors where
appropriate). Hard surfaces, fences and railings are inspected regularly as part of a 4 year
programme, and additional interim inspections are also carried out in response to reported
issues.
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3.2.3

Buildings

Buildings (the public toilets and pump house) are managed by the council’s Asset
Management department. The condition of the buildings is assessed annually. Necessary
works are carried out taking into account the cost of the works and their priority.
The Baffins Pond Association undertake maintenance to the interior of the Pump House
building themselves, and have raised support from local businesses to carry out repainting
work and minor building work to the compound.

3.2.4

Play Areas

The play areas (the equipped play area as well as the ball court and 5-a-side goals) have
been risk assessed. This assessment has been reviewed following the recent upgrade to the
play area.
All play areas have a daily visual inspection carried out by the grounds maintenance
contractors as part of their ‘unlock and inspect’ rounds to pick up on obvious health or safety
hazards. In addition, the play areas have a more detailed inspection by the Parks department
Client Works division every two weeks to assess structural and operational safety. A full
inspection is carried out by external inspectors every year.

3.2.5

Litter and refuse clearance

Litter is cleared by the grounds maintenance contractors in accordance with DEFRA Code of
Practice on Litter and Refuse. The play areas are litter picked daily to a grade-A standard and
all bins emptied. The western part of the park around the pond is litter picked daily to a gradeB standard (and to a grade-A standard weekly) and bins are emptied when they are 50% full.
The eastern part of the park is litter picked weekly to grade-B standard and bins emptied when
they are 50% full.
The pond margins are cleared three times a week of litter, flotsam and jetsam.
There are 14 litter bins in total and 13 dog-bins on the site (see figure 4, page 40).
The dog bins are emptied by the council’s Clean City Services contractors Colas three times a
week.

3.2.6

Dog control

The park is designated for control of dog fouling under the Dogs (Fouling of Land) Act 1996
which requires dog owners to clear up after their dog has fouled. In addition byelaws ban dogs
from the play area and the ball court, and require that dogs must be kept on a lead in the part
of the park around the pond. Dogs are also banned from the Brent Goose enclosure between
1st October and 31st March. The remainder of Tangier Field is an area where dogs can be
exercised off lead.
The system above is due to change in 2011 and be replaced by Dog Control Orders. The
effect of these orders is the same. See figure 5, page 41 for a plan of the dog control
arrangements.

3.2.7

Graffiti

Graffiti is removed as soon as possible by either the Parks department Client Works division
or by Clean City Services. Priority is given to graffiti which is obscene or offensive which will
be removed within 24 hours.

3.2.8

Security

The council has a team of Community Wardens who provide a visible uniformed presence on
the streets, parks and open spaces of Portsmouth. Their aim is to make people feel safer,
deter crime, tackle anti-social behaviour and to help keep Portsmouth clean and tidy. They
work closely with partner agencies and local people to promote community groups and
facilities, helping to build stronger and more confident communities. There is a dedicated
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Community Warden for the Baffins area who is a regular presence at Baffins Pond, and is also
a member of the Baffins Pond Association.
The Community Wardens work closely with the police and other agencies as part of the
Fratton Community Tasking Group which meets every four weeks to discuss current
community issues and how to tackle them.
Under the Youth Crime Action Plan funding, Operation Born uses a street-based team of
workers to tackle groups of young people involved in crime and disorder. Following a number
of incidents in nearby streets, Operation Born is targeting the Baffins area with after-school
and Friday night patrols when problems are most prevalent.
Barriers and bunds are installed at access points to prevent unauthorised entry to the park by
traveller groups.

3.2.9

Vehicles and parking

Only vehicles suitable for the purpose (small wheelbase mini-vans) are used along the main
footpaths and across grass within the park for the purposes of maintenance and bin emptying.
There are two car parks: one half way along the northern boundary off Tangier Road, with
space for 25-30 cars (although spaces are not marked out); the second serves the bowls club
only and has 11 spaces marked out (3 disabled).

3.2.10 Recycling and waste management
All green waste generated as a result of grounds maintenance operations is recycled and
reused within the city. Play chip (used as a safety surface) is re-used as mulch on shrub beds
once spent. Tree prunings are largely used for bio fuel outside of the city in line with the Green
Planting Policy.

3.2.11 Water conservation
In line with the Green Planting Policy, water usage is monitored through regular water meter
readings and any high readings are investigated promptly and water leaks repaired.

3.2.12 Pesticide use
Where possible pesticide use is kept to a minimum and alternative measures sought, in line
with the Green Planting Policy. No residual herbicides are used in the park. Glyphosate
weedkiller is used in the shrub beds and on hard surfaces. Where shrub cover is adequate, it
may be possible to eliminate weedkiller use entirely in established shrub beds. Where
appropriate, prunings are shredded back into shrub beds as mulch to reduce the need for
weed killer, and to preserve water in the soil.
Swordsands bowling green is managed in line with established practice, and has selective
weedkiller, fungicide and insecticide applied several times through the year.
See appendix 1 for the pesticides policy.

3.2.13 Peat use
In line with the Green Planting Policy, peat use is kept to a minimum with the aim of eventually
eliminating its use. The only peat used is in the hanging baskets, and the parks department
are working with the supplier of the city’s bedding plants and hanging baskets to utilise
reduced peat growing media for the supply of flowering plants to the council.

3.2.14 Biodiversity
3.2.14.1 The pond

Regular visual checks and, when required, water monitoring tests are carried out on the pond.
This is especially important when monitoring algal blooms during hot weather periods. The
islands are checked twice a week between April and mid October for dead wildfowl to prevent
outbreaks of avian botulism (a type of food poisoning for ducks and geese).
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Measures that have been taken to improve water quality include:
• De-silting the pond (last done in 1996)
• Reed bed planting and marginal planting
• Introduction of oxygenating plants
• Introduction of floating wind powered water circulating equipment
• Installation of sonic algal control devices
• Controlling populations of resident and non-native geese (Canada, Barnacle and feral)
The marginal planting areas and reed beds need little regular maintenance aside from litter
clearance, although they are still in their infancy, and so are being monitored.
Goose eggs are ‘oiled’ to control the breeding of the Canada Geese, Barnacle Geese and the
population of feral geese at the pond.
3.2.14.2 Wildfowl at the pond

At the last survey the following species of birds were present at Baffins Pond.
Species
Maximum number
Little Grebe
4
Cormorant
2
Grey Heron
1
Mute Swan
5
Canada Goose
146
Barnacle Goose
42
Hybrid Goose
1
Mallard
178
Tufted Duck
58
Pochard
2
Shoveler
13
Coot
26
Moorhen
26
3.2.14.3 The Brent Goose enclosure

The eastern portion of Tangier Field is fenced off, and between October and March is a Brent
Goose refuge. The grass is kept mown as this is the goose’s preferred grazing habitat. Dogs
are banned from the enclosure for the time the birds are resident.
3.2.14.4 The copse

The copse is maintained as a semi-natural woodland habitat. Bird boxes and bat boxes are
provided by the Baffins Pond Association.

3.2.15 Marketing
The park is marketed in the following ways:
3.2.15.1 Through the council’s website (portsmouth.gov.uk)

The city’s parks and gardens as a whole are promoted on the website through the Parks
Gardens and Open Spaces leaflet (which includes some information on Baffins Pond).
Baffins pond also has its own dedicated page which outlines the park’s facilities and gives
some background information on the pond and the wildfowl.
3.2.15.2 Through Portsmouth’s tourist information website (visitportsmouth.co.uk)

Portsmouth’s tourist information site links to the council’s list of healthy walks which includes
Baffins Pond as one of its featured walks. The site also has a section on Baffins Pond under
its ‘what to see and do’ section.
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3.2.15.3 By the Baffins Pond Association (baffinspondassociation.org.uk)

The Baffins Pond Association produces a regular newsletter – ‘Baffins News’ – which is
distributed through local businesses and schools. This promotes the association’s programme
of works and events through the year and encourages the community to become more
involved in their local park.
3.2.15.4 By the Swordsands Bowls Association website (swordsands.co.uk)

The bowling association website promotes membership of its clubs and offers a free taster
session to interested individuals.

3.2.16 Community involvement
The Baffins Pond Association is the focus of community involvement in the park. The
association runs a programme of events and environmental work in the park through the year.
The association has around 100 members.
Baffins Pond Association community garden and community building are open every Saturday
through the year, and have between 30 and 40 active volunteers who maintain the gardens,
grow plants for sale and run the tea shop within the compound. Their aim is to promote and
enhance the pond area and to establish a study centre in the Pump House as a resource for
local children to learn about the environment and nature conservation.
The association undertakes twice yearly pond clearances and litter picks in March and
October.
Every month from March to December, the association runs a community event aimed at
engaging local families and encouraging them to visit the park.
The BPA is also developing ties with local schools with the aim of establishing the study
centre. Three local schools are involved in a native tree planting programme along the
northern border of Tangier Field.
The BPA and the Community Wardens have developed strong relationships with local
businesses and residents who form an informal neighbourhood watch group acting as the
eyes and ears of the community. They report any incidents of antisocial behaviour or safety
issues to the Community Warden Service.
A Walking for Health / Walk4Life accredited healthy walking group meet weekly for walks
around the pond and the wider Baffins/Milton area. This has proven popular with new mothers
who bring their buggies.

3.3 Financial resources
The breakdown of budgets (excluding council staff costs) is shown below.
Works
Budget 2011/12
Grounds maintenance and cleansing
£29,500
Dog bin emptying
£7,000
Swordsands bowling green maintenance
£8,500
Client works infrastructure budget
£23,000
Support for Baffins Pond Association
£6,000
Pond and wildlife management
£5,000
Total
£79,000

3.3.1 Income:
The site generates income from the softball league that uses the Brent Goose enclosure
during summer months. This is in the region of £1500 per year.
When fishing is re-established at the pond, this will generate income also.
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3.4 Health and Safety summary
This section provides a link to the various sections in this document that deal with health,
safety and security issues.

Heading

Section

Buildings (condition and security)

section 3.2.3

Dog control and fouling

section 3.2.6
section 7.1.1

Hard landscaping features

section 7.1.5

Play area equipment

section 3.2.4

Play area cleansing

section 3.2.4

Park cleansing and litter clearance section 3.2.5
section 7.1.1
Site security

section 3.2.8

Antisocial behaviour

section 3.2.8
section 7.6.1

Pond litter clearance

section 7.1.3

Water safety

section 7.1.7
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4 Policy Context
Baffins Pond is managed by Portsmouth City Council’s parks and recreation department in
line with the council’s policies and strategies regarding open space.

4.1 Draft Parks and Open Spaces Strategy
This document sets out the strategy for managing all of Portsmouth’s publically accessible
open spaces. The overall vision is to provide, protect and maintain good quality open spaces
in Portsmouth that:
• Provide a diverse range of outdoor open spaces and recreational opportunities
• Reflect the needs of Portsmouth’s residents and visitors
• Ensure the safety of those who visit the open spaces
• Encourage a healthy lifestyle, and enhance quality of life
• Maximise access to all groups of society
• Protect natural conservation areas and biodiversity
• Represent good value for money
And to:
• Encourage communities to value and care for Portsmouth’s parks and open spaces
• Encourage community involvement in the management of the open spaces

4.1.1 Outcomes of the Parks and Open Spaces Strategy that are relevant
to Baffins Pond
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

To provide, maintain and protect Portsmouth’s accessible open space, and to maintain
the balance between formal, informal and natural green space.
To ensure that quality of green space provision should be high.
To win Green Flag Awards at a number of sites including Baffins Pond.
To ensure that principles of good design are applied to Portsmouth’s open spaces.
To ensure that grounds maintenance is performed to high levels of quality.
To ensure that open spaces have measures in place to combat dog fouling, graffiti and
littering.
To develop play areas to include principles of informal or natural play. To make
adjustments as necessary to comply with the Equality Act.
To apply the standards of the Sensory Trust guidelines on inclusive access to
Portsmouth’s parks and open spaces.
To work with partners towards eliminating antisocial behaviour and crime in green
spaces.
To apply the principles of sustainability within the parks and open spaces in
Portsmouth.
Take measures to adapt to and mitigate the effects of climate change.
To promote, develop and protect existing natural green space
To create new areas of natural wildlife habitats within existing green spaces.
To protect the habitats of threatened species (e.g. Brent Geese).
To work with partners to promote new and existing ways in which Portsmouth’s green
spaces can be used as a resource for improving health and well being.
To support greater community involvement in the design and management of green
spaces. To encourage and support friends groups of important green spaces.
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4.2 Portsmouth’s Local Development Framework core strategy –
The Portsmouth Plan
This document is the core strategy of the Local Development Framework (LDF) – the bundle
of planning documents that replaces the older local plans. Policy PCS12 covers open space
and has the following aim:
The city council will improve the value of the city’s open spaces for the local community by:
• Resisting development proposals on existing open spaces
• Improving the quality of open spaces to make them more delightful and useable
• Where this is appropriate, improving the range of functions of open spaces so that they
cater for a broader section of the community
• Improving the accessibility of the city’s open spaces to pedestrians, cyclists and by
public transport
• Ensuring the highest play value of sites, whether they are designed specifically for play
or whether they are shared open space for the whole community; places for play
should have regard to the local play strategy
• Encouraging biodiversity on sites across the city, while ensuring compatibility with
meeting people’s recreational needs.

4.3 A Vision for Portsmouth – the Sustainable Community Strategy
Portsmouth’s Local Strategic Partnership’s overall aim is to improve the quality of life for
people who live, work or visit Portsmouth by delivering outcomes through improved
partnership working. Its 10 priorities comprise its Vision for Portsmouth – the Sustainable
Community Strategy.
By 2018 we will endeavour to make Portsmouth a city where:
• Green and open spaces are well maintained and available to all, with public play space
that is safe but also exciting and stimulating (priority 4).
• There are greenways through the city, more trees and a greater sense of more
personal space around them. The natural environment and habitats are protected and
enhanced, and are fully integrated into urban planning, using green spaces and
encouraging the development of green roofs (priority 5).
• Levels of physical and mental well-being are improved by providing increased, and
more affordable, opportunities to exercise, play sport and participate in well-being
activities, with play and public play space being seen as an essential characteristic of a
healthy community. Walking and cycling are seen as popular choices, and are made
easier and safer (priority 7).
• There are spaces where people can be quiet and those where people can mingle and
have fun together. The number, variety and quality of … sporting venues is extended
to give greater and more affordable access to local groups (priority 8).
• There are more spaces and places where people of all backgrounds and generations
enjoy being together and can participate in activities … community gardens and open
spaces are used to create more opportunities for people to be together, especially
those who are vulnerable (priority 9).

4.4 Portsmouth City Council Corporate Plan 2008-2011
Portsmouth City Council’s corporate plan sets out its priorities and identifies what it aims to
achieve in the three-year period 2008-2011. The overall aim is: “We will make Portsmouth a
premier waterfront city, so that now and in the future it is a place where people want to live,
work and play, are healthy, have high aspirations, and can fulfil their potential.”
Planned activity for this period is outlined below for the relevant corporate priority 7: cleaner
and greener city
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4.4.1 Planned activity
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Protect the city’s green infrastructure through planning policy and in accordance with
the recommendations of the PPG17 open space assessment
Continue with recently implemented sustainable planting policy
Sustain or increase the area of land proactively managed for nature conservation
Produce a parks and open spaces strategy
Develop libraries/ parks partnerships working on events in open spaces
Continue arts service partnership on events in open spaces
Maintenance of the city’s parks and open spaces through the grounds maintenance
and arboricultural contracts
Implement the five year sustainable planting strategy
Maintain a programme of parks and open space improvements through use of section
106 funds
Develop voluntary participation in the management of parks and open spaces by
continuing to support and encourage conservation volunteers and existing ‘friends’
groups and by establishing three additional parks friends groups
Protect and enhance biodiversity in Portsmouth by sustaining and where possible
increasing the area of land actively managed for wildlife
Continue to take an active role in the Hampshire Biodiversity Partnership

4.4.2 How this contributes
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Enables the continued development of the city whilst ensuring protection of the green
infrastructure
Approximately £1m is used to enhance existing open spaces so they can take more
intensive use
Ensures the appropriate management of the green environment in a way that reflects
the aspirations of Portsmouth’s residents
Well-maintained recreational spaces create a cleaner, greener and attractive city
Greener and more sustainable management of parks and open spaces using less
natural resources and chemicals and being more wildlife friendly
More attractive green spaces with better infrastructure to reflect the needs of
Portsmouth’s residents and visitors
Ensures a sense of community ownership and responsibility for the city’s green spaces
Sustains a green and wildlife friendly city
Ensures the protection and enhancement of the city’s biodiversity

4.5 Green Planting Policy
There is a clear commitment from the Sustainable Community Strategy, the council’s
Corporate Plan and the Sustainability Strategy to ensure that parks and open spaces are
managed more sustainably.
This commitment is implemented through the Green Planting Policy, which explains the
approach that Portsmouth City Council is taking to reduce the use of natural resources, to
maximise the recycling of green waste, to reduce the use of herbicides, to ensure that new
trees and plants are suitable for their situations and to enhance biodiversity.

4.5.1 Sustainability
The green planting policy addresses the issues of sustainability in the following ways:
• Trees that have died or been removed will be replaced. Sites for additional planting will
be sought and choice of trees will aim to maintain the balance between native and
non-native species.
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•
•

•
•
•
•

Shrub beds and flower beds will have recycled organic waste added as mulch to
preserve water in the soil, suppress weeds, and so reduce the need for residual
herbicides.
The amount of annual bedding plants will be reduced in a phased programme, while
increasing use of more sustainable herbaceous plants, shrubs and bulbs that will use
significantly less peat (by not requiring replanting twice a year) and less water as
species will be selected for drought tolerance and will only require watering in their first
season until established.
New plants and trees will be sourced where possible from nurseries close to
Portsmouth to reduce the environmental impact of transporting plants long distances.
Water use will be reduced by a number of measures to minimise use and eliminate
waste. Greater use, where feasible, will be made of ‘grey water’.
The aim is to reduce peat use to zero by the use of alternative growing mediums.
Green waste will be recycled by shredding and composting and then returning the
green waste to our flower and shrub beds. Play bark chips are reused as mulch when
they are no longer used in play areas.

4.5.2 Climate change
The green planting policy addresses climate change in the following ways:
• Planting more trees
• Selecting more drought tolerant trees and shrubs
• Replacing resource-intensive annual flowerbeds with drought tolerant perennial
planting schemes
• Exploring the possibilities of capturing rainwater for irrigation systems.
• Using plumbing techniques that reduce water use, and re-use grey water.
• Reduce water waste by detecting and promptly repairing leaks.

4.5.3 Biodiversity
Measures to improve local biodiversity and access to natural green space for people in
Portsmouth are concentrated in two areas. Firstly existing natural green spaces should be
developed and promoted to maximise their potential both as places for people to experience
nature, and as refuges for wildlife and biodiversity.
Secondly, by adding areas of natural planting and wildlife habitats to existing parks and
gardens, access to wildlife and biodiversity will be increased. Where suitable this could
include natural grass areas and meadows, bogs, ponds, areas of native shrub planting,
hedgerows and areas of woodland. Portsmouth City Council’s green planting policy explicitly
proposes looking for opportunities to create more wildlife habitats.
The green planting policy also states that greater consideration will be given to plants that
have the potential to be beneficial to wildlife by providing food (berries and seeds), attract
beneficial insects (bees, butterflies etc) and provide nesting habitats for birds.
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5 Evaluation of Baffins Pond
With the overall purpose of the management plan to enhance and protect the fabric and
character of Baffins Pond and its role as a wildlife habitat and public park; the following SWOT
analysis examines the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats related to this
outcome.
Strengths
Visitors & local community needs
Active local community – residents and local
businesses.
Baffins Pond Association friends group very active
with a physical presence on site.
Regular community events through the year
Several community notice boards.
Public conveniences on site including disabled
toilet and baby change facilities.
Large population within walking distance of the
park.
Accessibility good around the pond.
Pedestrian crossing close to the park on Tangier
Road.
Good car parking facilities.
Study centre being developed in the pump house.
Sport & recreation
Recently renovated play area.
Several other formal and informal sports facilities
available.
Large grassed area for exercise and dog walking.
Active walking group.
Landscaping and maintenance
Well maintained, varied and attractive site.
Newly developed marginal planting areas.
Clean and litter free.
Dog control measures in effect.
Ecology, sustainability and conservation
Well established site with local historical value.
Wildfowl reserve and Brent Goose refuge.
Natural planting areas and wildlife habitats.
Recycling bins.
Management and marketing
Managed in accordance with Green Planting
policy, Brent Goose strategy, and draft Parks and
Open Spaces strategy.
Marketed through Baffins Pond Association
newsletter and website, and the council’s
websites.
The park (especially the pond area) is highly
visible from the surrounding streets to pedestrians,
motorists and bus passengers.
Opportunities
Visitors & local community needs
Promote Baffins Pond Association to improve
visitor enjoyment.
Display more information on notice boards
Promote community events.
Interpretation boards for wildfowl and wildlife.
Promote use by local schools as outdoor
classroom.
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Weaknesses
Visitors & local community needs
Signage very limited, and welcoming signs absent.
No signs in surrounding streets.
Notice boards can appear tired.
No designated disabled parking bays in the main
car park.
Landscaping and maintenance
Hard surfaces vary in quality.
Lack of colour in horticultural features.
Anti-social behaviour
Some antisocial behaviour by young people.
Some dog fouling.
Management and marketing
Data on usage not well recorded.
Marketing quite limited.

Threats
Visitors & local community needs
Community involvement could decline if a few
individuals left the Baffins Pond Association.
BPA use of the pump house would be unviable if
council support were lost.
Anti-Social Behaviour
If antisocial behaviour became more prevalent,
visitors would be discouraged.
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Sport & Recreation
Better promotion of facilities could increase usage.
Opportunity for more teenage facilities (e.g. skate
ramps or BMX track).
Once water quality is sufficiently good fishing
could be reinstated.
Ecology, sustainability and conservation
Continue to make improvements to the site for
wildlife habitats (particularly the pond).
More native planting.
Management and marketing
Monitor park usage and make use of customer
satisfaction surveys.

Budget cuts threaten Community Warden Service
and this may impact on anti social behaviour and
community involvement.
Management and marketing
Council budget cuts threaten site quality and
facilities.

6 Aims of the management plan
Taking into account the corporate policies and priorities outlined above, along with the
evaluation and acknowledging the benefits of open space and the contribution of the Baffins
Pond Association, the aims of this management plan are:
1. To manage Baffins Pond as a high quality, safe and accessible park
By ensuring that the park is a welcoming place
By ensuring that the park is kept clean and tidy
By ensuring that grounds maintenance is carried out to a high standard
By ensuring that the park’s infrastructure and buildings are appropriately maintained
By ensuring that the park is safe for all users
2. To maintain and enhance the nature value and biodiversity of the park
By protecting the habitat of the resident wildfowl, by maintaining good water quality
By improving and protecting the diversity of natural habitats
3. To manage the park in a sustainable way
By implementing the Green Planting Policy
4. To promote community involvement in the park
By supporting the Baffins Pond Association
5. To promote the park as a resource for exercise and healthy living
6. To reduce anti-social behaviour
By working with Community Wardens and other partners to address ASB
7. To promote the park as an educational resource

7 Management objectives
7.1 Aim 1: To manage Baffins Pond as a quality, safe and
accessible park
7.1.1 Keep the park free of litter
Excessive litter makes a park look unsightly and deters visitors. The presence of litter can also
attract more litter and may encourage vandalism by making the park seem neglected. It is also
a risk to the health and safety of visitors, staff and wildlife.
It is important to encourage responsible disposal of litter by providing bins that are emptied
regularly, and carrying out frequent litter picking. The park is litter picked daily (some areas
weekly) and there are 14 litter bins throughout the site that are emptied regularly. Dog waste
can also be deposited in one of the 13 dog bins provided which are emptied three times a
week. Community Wardens, enforcement officers and grounds maintenance staff can also
play a part in educating visitors of the hazards of litter and dog fouling.
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7.1.2 Maintain the grass, trees, shrubs and other horticultural features in
a healthy attractive condition
7.1.2.1

Grass

Amenity grass areas are valuable for dog walking, active recreation, ball games, picnics,
events and informal play. The grass is kept mown to a suitable height to facilitate this
recreational use, and to be robust and hard wearing.
In line with the council’s green planting policy it may be appropriate to allow some areas of
grass to be converted to wildlife meadows.
The grass area within the Brent Goose enclosure must also be kept mown to ensure the
habitat is suitable for the birds needs during the times they are present.
The areas of grass along the northern border of the pond (adjacent to Tangier Road) are
enclosed by railings to prevent them being damaged by grazing geese. The rest of the grass
areas around the park have been turfed with fescue-rich grass mixtures that are able to
withstand the close grazing of the wildfowl.
7.1.2.2

Trees

Trees in the park are a mixture of some large mature trees around the pond and other areas
with the majority made up of younger trees through the rest of the park.
All trees in the park have been mapped and recorded on the council’s Arbortrack tree
management system. Trees are inspected regularly for safety and amenity value to ensure
that they enhance the appeal of the park and do not pose risk to visitors. The trees are
currently assessed on a 3 year cycle, although this arrangement is likely to change to a risk
management programme where more high risk trees are assessed more often than younger
lower risk trees
The natural woodland areas are managed to ensure their role as natural wildlife habitats is
maintained, but also to ensure that the trees are healthy, and the undergrowth is attractive
and walkways are clear. Works include some thinning and crown lifting to preserve the
healthiest trees and to ensure that sight-lines are maintained through the copse.
7.1.2.3

Shrubs and hedges

Shrub beds and hedges are pruned twice a year to contain their growth to within designated
beds, to encourage health and to promote flowering. The shrub beds are mulched with bark
chippings once a year to prevent weed growth and reduce the use of herbicides.
Hedges are not pruned until birds have fledged and nests are empty.
The Green Planting Policy recommends replacement of shrub beds where species are
inappropriate, old or past their best. The shrub beds will be replanted as necessary in the
coming years.
7.1.2.4

Other horticultural features

These include the newly established marginal planting areas to the east of the pond periphery
which are still in the process of becoming fully established. So far no replanting has been
necessary, but will be undertaken if required. Some thinning may be required in future,
particularly of the Phragmites and Typha species.
There are also a number of lamp-post floral baskets along a stretch of Tangier Road. Not all of
these are close to the park, but the eastern 4 contribute to the attractiveness of the park.
These are erected in June and removed around September. They require regular watering
and feeding through the summer.

7.1.3 Ensure that the pond is kept in a clean and tidy state
The pond’s peripheries are litter picked three times a week to prevent a build-up of flotsam,
detritus and litter. The water margins are cleared regularly to prevent build-up of silt and other
debris which can block the drainage points of the pond.
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On two occasions per year, the Baffins Pond Association arrange a pond clearance and litter
pick when volunteers remove any build up of debris from the pond.

7.1.4 Ensure entrances are well maintained and welcoming
The entrances form the first impression of the park, and if the impression is one of a well
maintained and cared-for park, casual visitors are more likely to enter the park. The standard
of grounds maintenance around the entrances plays a part in creating a good impression, but
welcoming signage is equally important. Signs that give information on the park, its
management and features are valuable in presenting the park as a desirable place to visit.
Hard surfaces at entrances and car parks are swept every two weeks, and weed growth
controlled by weed killer application three times a year. Vegetation is kept from overgrowing
and obscuring sight lines into the car park to prevent crime.
There are notice boards at the three main access points around the pond and outside the
community garden. There is scope for these to be improved to include more information on
the park, and more interpretation of the park’s main features.

7.1.5 Ensure that paths and hard surfaces are well maintained
Paths and other hard surfaces are inspected on a 4 yearly programme to ensure they are safe
and intact. Works are programmed in taking into account health and safety requirements and
are dependent on the priority of other works across the city.
The paths around the pond are prone to accumulate bird droppings from the ducks, geese
and other wild fowl that inhabit the pond. These paths are washed weekly during the goose
moult period when bird numbers are highest to ensure that bird droppings are cleared and do
not present a slip or health hazard.

7.1.6 Ensure that infrastructure is fit for purpose, safe and maintained in
good condition
Site infrastructure includes the play area, bins, seats, picnic benches, fences, railings, paths
and steps. The play area and ball court are inspected daily by the grounds maintenance
contractors, and every two weeks by the Parks department Client Works division. The
remainder of the infrastructure is inspected as part of the routine grounds maintenance
operation and checked for any damage or wear. Small repairs are usually carried out
immediately, with larger repairs such as replacement of large sections of fencing,
programmed into the work plans.

7.1.7 Ensure that the pond and its surroundings are safe
The pond is not enclosed with a fence as this would interfere with the views across the water
and prevent wildfowl from entering and leaving the pond. Consequently the lower path around
the pond runs up to the water’s edge.
Eight life rings are provided at regular intervals around the pond, and these are inspected
daily as part of the grounds maintenance contract. During the winter signs are installed around
the pond warning people not to attempt to walk onto ice.

7.1.8 Ensure that the park is accessible to all
Accessibility is good around the pond area with unobstructed access in several points. The
paths are suitable for wheelchairs and buggies (the walking group is advertised as being
particularly suitable for pushchairs). The recently developed marginal planting areas have
been designed to enable wheelchair access to the waterside sections.
There is scope if required to formalise the disabled parking arrangements by marking out
dedicated disabled parking bays in the car park.
The Baffins Pond Association and Swordsands Bowls Association state that membership is
open to all (regardless of age, sex, sexual orientation, ethnic origin or any other form of
discrimination).
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7.2 Aim 2: To maintain and enhance the nature value and
biodiversity of the park
7.2.1 Maintain good water quality in the pond and enhance its nature
value
Water quality is closely related to the levels of nutrients in the water (particularly phosphates)
as high levels encourage algal blooms (in particular blue-green algae – cyanobacteria) which
in turn can reduce the oxygen levels in the water, killing other organisms through hypoxia. The
wildfowl population contribute large amounts of phosphate rich droppings into the pond. The
marginal planting areas are effective at removing nutrient from the water by incorporating it
into the vegetation that grows through the summer.
Water quality is checked at least weekly by visual inspection by the Countryside Ranger
service, and full water quality analysis is carried out by the Environment Agency as required.
Algal blooms are also effectively controlled by ultrasonic devices which can create reactive
oxygen species that disrupt and kill the algal cells. These devices have been installed in the
northwest and northeast corners of the pond, and are inspected at the start of the summer by
the council’s Countryside Ranger Service and cleared of any obstructing silt, algae or
vegetation.
There is a floating platform that circulates water in the pond by drawing deeper cooler water to
the surface. This makes a small contribution to maintaining water quality and reducing water
temperature. A similar effect is achieved by the fountain which runs for an hour a day in the
winter and 12 hours a day through the summer.
As a consequence of the measures outlined above, there has been no need to sink barley
straw nets in the pond (the historical means of combating algal blooms).
Avian botulism can decimate wildfowl populations, and is due to the presence of a bacterium
(Clostridium botulinum) in the mud. If this bacterium proliferates and enters the birds’ food
chain it can quickly kill affected birds. An effective way of controlling outbreaks is to prevent
the decomposition of dead bird carcases, and so prevent infected maggots being eaten by the
birds. The island areas in the pond are checked twice a week between April and October by
the Countryside Ranger Service and the Community Wardens to remove dead birds before
they can decompose and enter the food chain of the healthy population.
It is hoped that the success of the recently developed marginal planting areas can be
extended by adding new areas to the south and southeast of the pond.

7.2.2 Protect the other natural wildlife habitats in the park
The largest wildlife habitat in the park is the Brent Goose enclosure (6.3 hectares). This is
maintained as short commons grass as this is the favoured grazing habitat for Brent Geese.
The enclosure is not accessible to the public between October and March, when the geese
visit the Solent area.
The natural areas around the periphery of Tangier Field are habitats for birds and insects, and
are left unmaintained with the exception of some tree felling where they grow over onto the
road side of the boundary.
The hedges are typically privet, and are home to some nesting birds. They are cut twice a
year outside the birds’ nesting times.

7.2.3 Control invasive species
There are a number of patches of Japanese Knotweed in the Baffins and Milton area, and
these are monitored and treated accordingly to prevent spread.

7.2.4 Create new areas of natural planting
In a site the size of Baffins Pond there is scope to increase the amount of natural planting
areas to provide wildlife habitats and to enhance the natural appeal of the site – in line with
the Green Planting Policy. A new area of native tree whips will be planted on the northern
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boundary in 2011, and further opportunities will be sought to add natural areas where
appropriate – in the case of Baffins Pond the most appropriate new areas may be wildlife
meadows.

7.3 Aim 3: To manage the park in a sustainable way
7.3.1 Reduce the use of pesticides
Pesticide use in the park is restricted to Glyphosate application to hard surfaces and high
amenity shrub beds. This is programmed in three times a year. Efforts are made to reduce this
use by regular physical cleaning and sweeping of the paths which will remove weed growth
and reduce herbicide use. The shrub beds are mulched with bark chippings and shredded
green waste where appropriate which suppresses weed growth and the consequent need for
herbicide applications.
Extra caution is taken when applying Glyphosate adjacent to the pond to prevent
contamination of the water.
The bowling green, like all fine turf areas, requires a wider use of pesticides to maintain the
quality of the playing surface. The green is subject to a programme of cultural methods to
maintain the quality of the grass, but pesticide use is likely to continue for the foreseeable
future, and will include herbicides, fungicides and insecticides.
Pesticides are not used out of habit, and are applied only when their use is justified – in line
with the Green Planting Policy.

7.3.2 Recycle green waste
100% of all grass clippings and 97% of tree and shrub green waste is recycled by the grounds
maintenance and arboricultural contractors – in line with the Green Planting Policy. Tree
waste is largely removed from Portsmouth for reuse elsewhere, whereas most of our shrub
green waste is shredded and returned to our own shrub beds.
100% of degraded play chip safety surfacing is recycled by using it as mulch on our shrub
beds. Some of this material is also used on our allotments as a soil improver.

7.3.3 Reduce water use
At Baffins Pond, the majority of the water used is in irrigating the bowling green and topping
up the water level of the pond. Some is also used to water the hanging baskets along Tangier
Road, in the public toilets and in the Baffins Pond Association building.
Efforts to reduce water use:
• Water meters are read monthly to monitor water use and pick up on high readings
early. Any water leaks are investigated and repaired.
• The bowling green is irrigated at night only to reduce loss through evaporation, and
irrigation systems are switched off during periods of wet weather.
• The pond water levels are monitored and topped up only when required. The
maintenance of satisfactory water levels is considered to be of significant benefit to the
health of the pond and its wildlife, and this benefit outweighs the cost of the water
used.

7.3.4 Give consideration to issues of sustainability in plant selection
When planting the new marginal planting areas and when new tree and shrub planting takes
place, the species selected will be chosen with wildlife value in mind, and native species will
be chosen where possible – in line with the Green Planting Policy.
The marginal planting areas require little or no maintenance aside from litter clearance. The
areas will make pond management easier by contributing to water quality by sequestering
nutrients from the water.
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7.3.5 Use the friends group’s activities to encourage environmental
sustainability
The Baffins Pond Association have introduced an annual Environmental Day where they invite
local organisations to exhibit to the public in order to increase awareness of environmental
issues.

7.4 Aim 4: To promote community involvement in the park
7.4.1 Support the Baffins Pond Association
Baffins Pond Association is run entirely by volunteers, and is supported by Portsmouth City
Council by it providing the use of the pump house and the community garden compound free
of charge. Repairs and maintenance to the building are carried out by the council as landlord
(Asset Management Service), and skips are provided for the pond clearance and other
requirements by the Parks department.
Notice boards are provided for the association to publicise their events and activities.

7.4.2 Hold events through the year to engage the community
The association runs a programme of events and open days through the year to involve the
community in the life of the park. This programme includes environmental work such as pond
clearance, litter scavenging and native planting, maintaining the community garden, and
holding open days and other events to bring people to the park. Their twice yearly pond
clearance and litter helps with the maintenance of the pond in a sustainable way.
7.4.2.1

A typical programme of events:
Month
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

Event
Pond clearance and litter pick
Easter egg hunt and competitions
Annual general meeting
Bird box making
Fun day
Teddy bears’ picnic
Bands in the park
Conker bash
Pond clearance and litter pick
Colouring event
Santa’s grotto

7.5 Aim 5: To promote the park as a resource for exercise and
healthy living
7.5.1 Encourage exercise and healthy activity in the park
The park is greatly valued by dog walkers, who represent a large user group of the park. This
form of exercise is encouraged by the provision of dog bins in suitable positions. These are
emptied three times a week.
Dog walking is restricted to dogs on lead around the pond for the protection of the wildfowl
there, but unrestricted (off-lead) dog exercising is allowed on the large open space of Tangier
Field.
There is a tennis court and a MUGA which are open daily for informal use. The play area
encourages children to exercise.
The Brent Goose enclosure is used during the summer months as a softball area, with four
softball diamonds marked out between April and October.
The park also contributes to people’s general wellbeing and mental health by being a place to
get away from the stresses of urban living and by enabling people to have contact with nature.
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Softball diamonds in the Brent Goose enclosure

7.5.2 Maintain a high quality bowling green
The bowling green is in its 5th year of use, and was rated by Portsmouth’s bowling clubs as
one of the best quality greens in the city in 2010. The programme of work to maintain the
green is undertaken by the grounds maintenance contractors, and feedback is received from
the bowlers through the season to ensure quality is high.

7.6 Aim 6: To reduce anti-social behaviour
7.6.1 Work with partners to address issues of antisocial behaviour
Antisocial behaviour is a complex problem, and is tackled in Portsmouth by a multidisciplinary
approach involving the police safer neighbourhoods team, community wardens, fire and
rescue staff, council officers and community safety partnership (Motiv8) who meet every 4
weeks to discuss issues and how to address them. Members of the parks department attend
these meetings regularly.
The Baffins Pond Association, as a community based group, have a role to play in reporting
incidences of antisocial behaviour, littering, dog fouling and graffiti.

7.7 Aim 7: To promote the park as an educational resource
7.7.1 Encourage schools to visit the park
The park is a good place for schools to visit for nature study. There is a range of habitats, and
the pond is particularly interesting with its wildlife highly visible and accessible. The Hilsea
Lines Countryside Ranger is available to lead school study groups and to help teachers with
interpretation of the wildlife.

7.7.2 Develop a study centre at the Baffins Pond Association building
One of the long term aims of the Baffins Pond Association is to develop the Pump House as
an environmental study centre for use by the local schools and community to better
understand the environmental and ecological issues of the park, and of wider environmental
issues. This facility would be available for the Countryside Ranger to use with school groups.
This work is dependent on the BPA securing support and sponsorship.

7.7.3 Provide interpretation boards for wildlife features
An interpretation board exists on the perimeter of the Brent Goose enclosure to inform visitors
about the local significance of the birds, and the importance of protecting their grazing habitat.
There is potential to add additional interpretation posters for the wildfowl in the pond to the
information boards surrounding the pond.
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8 Work Plan
This section outlines the programme of work through the year.
Key for tables:
GM
PR
CCS
CW
BPA
CWD
RS

= Grounds Maintenance contractors (currently The Landscape Group)
= Parks and Recreation department, Portsmouth City Council
= Clean City Services, Portsmouth City Council (contractors are Colas)
= Community Warden Service, Portsmouth City Council
= Baffins Pond Association
= Client Works Division, part of the Parks and Recreation department
= Ranger Service, part of the Parks and Recreation department
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Management
objective

Keep the park free
of litter

Aim 1: To manage Baffins Pond as a quality, safe and accessible park

Method

Litter pick play area to A-grade daily and empty bins
Litter pick park around the pond to B-grade daily and A-grade
weekly and empty bins
Litter pick Tangier Field to grade-B weekly and empty bins
Litter scavenge pond perimeter
Empty dog-bins 3 times a week
Mow the general amenity grass areas with ride on mower to
20-25mm 16 times a year
Mow Tangier Field with gang mower to 30-35mm 10 times a
year
Mow the Brent Goose enclosure during summer months as a
sports field with a gang mower to 70-80mm
Strim around benches, bins, posts etc
Clear and reform all tree pits in grassed areas once a year

Maintain the grass,
trees, shrubs and
other horticultural
features in a
healthy attractive
condition

Shrub bed winter maintenance – remove litter, debris, weeds,
suckers, self-seeded saplings and stones
Top up high amenity shrub beds with bark mulch to 50mm
Prune high amenity shrub beds twice a year
Prune general amenity shrub beds once a year
Apply translocated herbicide to weeds in shrub beds 3 times a
year
Hedge base maintenance – remove litter, debris, weeds,
suckers, self-seeded saplings and stones
Cut hedges back to previous year’s growth
Gulley maintenance – remove all weed growth, dead
vegetation and debris from fence line and building gulleys
Water, dead-head and weed hanging baskets
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Agency

Budget

GM

PR

GM

PR

GM

PR

GM

PR

CCS

PR

GM

PR

GM

PR

GM

PR

GM

PR

GM

PR

GM

PR

GM

PR

GM

PR

GM

PR

GM

PR

GM

PR

GM

PR

GM

PR

GM

PR
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Months active
J F M A M J J A S O N D

Management
objective
Ensure the pond is
kept in a clean and
tidy state

Ensure entrances
are well maintained
and welcoming
Ensure that paths
and hard surfaces
are well maintained

Ensure that
infrastructure is
safe and well
maintained

Ensure that the
pond and its
surroundings are
safe

Aim 1: To manage Baffins Pond as a quality, safe and accessible park

Method

Clear the margins of the pond of all litter, flotsam and debris to
1.5m from the pond edge 3 times a week
Check and clear outflows daily to ensure free flow of water
Clear litter and debris from the pond
Sweep all hard surfaces to remove all litter, debris, weeds and
bird fouling every 2 weeks
Apply translocated herbicide to paths, car parks and other hard
surfaces 3 times a year
Apply translocated herbicide to fence lines, building lines and
kerb edges 3 times a year
Maintain the notice boards to ensure information is correct and
up to date
Wash the paths surrounding the ponds to remove all wildfowl
droppings during summer months
Daily inspection of play area infrastructure
Detailed play area safety inspection by Client Works division
every 2 weeks
Check bins, seats, picnic benches, fences, railings, steps as
part of routine daily activity
Rake play chip to a depth of 50mm, ensuring no debris is
buried beneath the surface on a weekly basis
Rake sand pit to 150mm, removing all debris and apply
disinfectant every 4 weeks
Ensure that all 7 life rings are present around the perimeter of
the pond daily, replace as necessary
Erect (and remove) ice-signs to warn of the danger of thin ice
on the pond. Check their condition during the winter
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Agency

Budget

GM

PR

GM
CW
RS

PR

BPA

BPA

GM

PR

GM

PR

GM

PR

CW
BPA

-

GM

PR

GM

PR

CWD

CWD

GM

PR

GM

PR

GM

PR

GM

PR

GM

PR
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Months active
J F M A M J J A S O N D

Management
objective

Improve the water
quality of the pond

Aim 2: To maintain and enhance the nature value and biodiversity of the park
Method

Visual inspection of water quality weekly
Inspect and maintain ultrasonic algal control devices
Monitor water levels and top up as required
Inspect islands and marginal areas for dead birds twice a week

Management
objective
Reduce the use of
pesticides

Method

Method

Management
objective

Method

Maintain a high
quality bowling
green

Budget

RS

RS

RS

RS

RS
CW
RS
CW

Months active
J F M A M J J A S O N D

PR
RS

Aim 3: To manage the park in a sustainable way

Sweep hard surfaces to remove weeds through physical rather
than chemical methods
Mulch high amenity shrub beds with bark chipping

Management
objective
Hold events to
engage the
community

Agency

Agency

Budget

GM

PR

GM

PR

Months active
J F M A M J J A S O N D

Aim 4: To promote community involvement in the park

Baffins Pond Association programme of events through the
year

Agency

Budget

BPA

BPA

Months active
J F M A M J J A S O N D

Aim 5: To promote the park as a resource for exercise and healthy living

Pre-season maintenance
Bowling green mowing 3 times a week
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Budget

GM

PR

GM

PR
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Months active
J F M A M J J A S O N D

Management
objective

Aim 5: To promote the park as a resource for exercise and healthy living

Method

Scarify the green every 4 weeks
Aerate the green every 4 weeks
Roll the greens every 4 weeks
Daily green maintenance to clear dew etc
Selective herbicide application
Translocated fungicide application
Insecticide application
End of season maintenance (including hollow tine aeration
every 3 years)
Soil analysis
Fertilise green during playing season
Bowls gulley annual maintenance
Bowls gulley cleaning

Management
objective
Work with partners
to address issues
of antisocial
behaviour

Method

Budget

GM

PR

GM

PR

GM

PR

GM

PR

GM

PR

GM

PR

GM

PR

GM

PR

GM

PR

GM

PR

GM

PR

GM

PR

Aim 6: To reduce antisocial behaviour

Attend Community Tasking Group meetings
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Budget

PR
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Months active
J F M A M J J A S O N D

Months active
J F M A M J J A S O N D

9 Future projects 2011-2016
9.1 Replace the play area fence
The perimeter fence of the play area is nearing end of life, and will need replacing in the near
future. An estimate of cost for this work is £8,000.

9.2 Repaint the railings around the grass areas on the north side of the
pond.
These railings are structurally sound, but are in need of a repaint. Estimates for this work are in
the region of £6,000-7,000.

9.3 Create new marginal planting areas
New marginal planting areas to the south and southwest of the pond would have the following
benefits:
Provide more continuity of design along the perimeter of the pond
Improve sight lines across the pond from the southern boundary
Make additional improvements to the water quality
Costs for the next section of marginal planting are estimated at £75,000, and while there is
political support for this work, funding is not secure.

9.4 Renovate the shrub beds
The shrub beds along the southern boundary of the park are old and while ground cover is good,
there is scope to improve this area either by replanting the shrub beds or converting them to
sustainable planting areas using species of herbaceous perennials and grasses to provide year
round interest and introduce the council’s sustainable bedding scheme to Baffins Pond. This work
has not been costed.

9.5 Improvement works to paths
The quality of paths and hard surfaces at Baffins Pond is variable, and improvements to the
surfaces are desirable in some areas. The majority of this work will be carried out by the Client
Works division as part of their citywide programme of path repairs.
The areas of sloping crazy paving between the upper and lower paths around the pond will be
incorporated into the new marginal planting areas when they are constructed. While these hard
surfaces are past their best, the only work being carried out to these sections is that required to
ensure their safety until they are removed as part of the marginal planting development.
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Figure 1 - Location of Baffins Pond
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Figure 2 - Baffins Pond compartments
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Figure 3 – Site features
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Figure 4 – Bins and life-rings
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Figure 5 – Dog control zones
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Appendix 1 – Pesticides policy
This policy outlines Portsmouth City Council Parks department’s use of pesticides
on Council owned and controlled land.
The primary objective is to minimise pesticide use throughout countryside land
and only treat where this is the only option. All pesticide application will be used in a safe
and environmentally sustainable manner and in all cases the pesticide with the least
residual environmental impact will be used.
Background
Pesticides are primarily chemical substances prepared or used to destroy harmful pests. By their
very nature, pesticides pose a potential hazard to the user and other’s in the area during and
after use, they can also have a detrimental effect on the environment if used incorrectly. The
actual risk can be reduced by the careful choice of pesticide, the time and methods of use,
weather conditions and the knowledge of the person using the pesticide.
The Local Agenda 21 initiative recognises the importance of maintaining and enhancing
biodiversity in order to protect and improve existing habitats and species. As part of this initiative
a national reduction in the use of pesticides has been targeted as a means of establishing a
more environmentally sustainable and ecologically acceptable way forward in the maintenance
of landscape. The council is mindful of this initiative and will engage in minimizing its own impact
on the environment by monitoring the environmental effects of its practices.
The use of pesticides is controlled by legislation such as:
•
The Control of Pesticides Regulations 1986.
•
The Health and Safety at Work Act 1974.
•
The Food and Environment Protection Act 1985.
•
The Control of Substances Hazardous to Health Act 1988.
These regulations: cover the supply, sale, storage and use of pesticides, they ensure
staff have appropriate training and protective equipment and, where necessary, a certificate of
competence, it also requires that a detailed usage log be kept. They also ensure that an
environmental assessment is completed and recorded prior to application.
Pesticides Policy Statement
Whenever practical the Council will make use of nonchemical weed treatments such as
mulching and manual control. All specific pesticides used will be regularly reviewed to ensure
they continue to provide the most effective results with the least possible environmental impact.
All Council operatives and contractors applying pesticides will be properly trained (NPTC
PAl and PA6 Certificates of Competence in Pesticide Use).
•
All will use appropriate personal protective equipment.
•
C.O.S.H.H. sheets for all chemicals used will be kept up to date
•
Appropriate training and information will be provided when new chemicals or
processes are introduced.
•
The transportation, application and disposal of pesticides will be strictly controlled
to minimise the risk of leakage or contamination.
•
Pesticides shall be stored in a locked, bunded, chemical store.
•
The use of pesticides in certain environmentally sensitive areas will be strictly
controlled and only permitted under certain circumstances and following an assessment of their
impact.
•
The Council will be sensitive to public opinion over pesticide usage and will
provide proper justification wherever this is required.
The two main aims of this policy are as follows:
•
Minimize chemical usage whilst maintaining control of pests:
•
To adopt, where possible, nonchemical alternatives to Pesticides
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When using any pesticides COSSH and the following procedures must be
followed:
•
Always read the label when selecting a pesticide.
•
Always read the label before using a pesticide.
•
Always follow the instructions exactly.
•
Always wear appropriate PPE when using pesticides and wash your hands and
face immediately after use.
•
Always wash off splashes as soon as they occur.
•
Always store pesticides in a safe place, out of reach of children, and always keep
in their original container.
•
Never use a pesticide in wet and windy conditions and avoid spray drifting off the
target area.
•
Never eat, drink or smoke when handling a pesticide.
•
Never use pesticides in a confined space.
•
Never use pesticides near food and food preparation.
•
All chemical mixing must be undertaken at an approved chemical storage area
and only a diluted concentrate taken to site.
•
Plan in advance how much pesticide is required so that there is no solution left
over.
•
When you have finished applying the pesticide, clean both the inside and the
outside of all application equipment in line with the manufacturer’s instructions. If possible this
should be carried out at the site of the treatment.
•
You must dispose of all pesticide waste safely and legally to protect humans,
wildlife and the environment.
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Appendix 2 – Update Jan 2012
• Update on Baffins Pond Association activity
The BPA have continued to add to their activities in the park during 2011, and now run a car
boot sale once a month through the summer on Tangier Field. This brings more income for the
association, and enables them to continue with the development of the planned study centre.
The old pump house has seen the ceiling, electrical wiring and floor receive attention and was
decorated internally.
The BPA have received grants from BT and Young Money which has enabled them to purchase
an underwater camera and bouncy castles to promote their events.

• Update on planned future projects
9.1 Replace the play area fence
As planned the play area fence was renewed in 2011.
9.2 Repaint the railings around the grass areas on the north side of the pond
As planned this work was completed in 2011.
9.3 Create new marginal planting areas
Funding has been secured for the next phase of the marginal planting project. This work will
begin in February 2012, and will complete the marginal planting areas along the southern
perimeter of the pond.
9.4 Renovate the shrub beds
The work to renovate the shrub beds along the southern boundary is planned for winter 2012/13.
9.5 Improvement works to paths
The section of path near to the Baffins Pond Association compound was replaced in 2011.
The work to the new marginal planting areas in 2012 will incorporate the lower path nearest the
pond. Some sections of the path will be removed to accommodate the new wetland planting
areas, and other sections will be retained and upgraded to a gravel surface to allow access to
the water’s edge.
Further improvements are planned and will be programmed as required.

• New future projects
9.6 Re-introduction of fishing
Water conditions are approaching the point where fishing can be re-introduced. Conditions will
be put on the amount of fishing allowed and will be closely monitored (including impact on water
quality). Some fishing is expected to start in 2012.
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As part of this plan, Portsmouth and District Angling Society will be creating floating rafts planted
with vegetation to act as fish refuges. These will have the additional benefit of improving water
quality.
9.7 Greater water quality monitoring
Starting in 2012, during summer months, the water quality will be monitored weekly. This will be
useful to inform the issue of re-introduction of fishing in the pond, but also will help with pond
management.
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Cultural Services
Civic Offices
Guildhall Square
Portsmouth
PO1 2AD
Telephone: 023 9283 4180
Email: parks@portsmouthcc.gov.uk

www.portsmouth.gov.uk

You can get this
Portsmouth City
Council information
in large print, Braille,
audio or in another
language by calling
9283 4180.
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